
Computerized health care management, evaluate and track 
exercises record, trained body part and assigned machine, 
adjust difficulty level, and reduce the use of medicine.

Exercise record can be accumulated into a bonus point. 
Redeem for prizes and increase motivation to exercise; be 
able to see personal achievement and progress, put into 
action LOHAS movement.

Provide an open source protocol to integrate with HIS 
system that helping a complete health care and emergency 
medical services.

Health Facility

Senior residents can freely choose their own meals to enhance 
activeness, decrease meals waiting time and to boost personal 
value.

LCD controller is built-in 4 function keys to easily select meal. In-
tegrated features with line printer, after swipe resident's card 
and select meal, meal details will automatically printed in the 
kitchen. That way meal preparation has become more efficient 
and save on the labor cost.

Self-Service Order

Create a personal health record database, concerning health activities and under-
standing the health condition

Confirm personal identity, upload physiological condition to the system. Avoid 
human error and save time when recording data by handwriting.

Self-monitoring physiological health and sustaining self-health from chronic disease

Provide an open source communication protocol to link all of the medical system and 
long-term care data

Health Care

Improve residents social life and enrich their life to interact with 
each other by organizing annual gathering and hold an event. 
For example choir, karaoke, and many more. Allow residents to 
register and make reservation in advance before using a partic-
ular venue or attending a gathering.

With vandal-proof RFID controller, enhance security level on the 
area. Setting access time, residents name, and group in ad-
vance to avoid repeated appointments on the same area.

Integrated with I/O module, air conditioner, lighting and electric 
equipments in room can be remotely control. In case of emer-
gency, push emergency button to trigger alarm and at the same 
time emergency signal will be sent to the control center

Health & Leisure Area

Shoulder Pulley

The Shoulder Wheel
(Shoulder and Elbow Exercise) Exercise Bike Walking Rails & Parallel Bars
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Print Meal Order Details

Confirmation of Personal Identity

Personal Health Record Database

Quick Meal Order via Controller's Function Keys

Panic Button

Flash Buzzer

Online Reservation
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Full Indicator UART Port

Full Indicator Door Bell

Full Indicator Anti-Vandalism Illuminated
Touch-Panel

Small Size Multi-Modbus
Protocol Supported

Cashless Payment &
Electronic Equipment Integration

Card can be set up according to 
personal physical health condition 
and create an exclusive rehabilita-
tion program and record in on a 
database system, to know well 
health conditions at any time.

RFID controller paired with I/O module series and LED indicator, activate the designated 
rehabilitation equipment by inserting card to the card holder controller. To make rehabilita-
tion program fun and giving a sense of completing the rehabilitation program, LED can be 
set before each set is completed as a reminder.

LOHAS Sports

Health Care

Cafeteria

Leisure and Entertainment

LCD Card Energy Saver

Universal I/O Module

AR-837-W

AR-403-IO

MIFARE Card Programmer
AR-725-P

Flexible
Expandability

SOR encryption
for anti-cloning

USB Interface

USB

Contactless LCD Multi-function Controller
AR-837-E

Contactless LCD
Multi-function Controller
AR-327-E

UART
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Planning a monthly meals menu by considering daily 
diet record, combined with personal health data, and 
design tasty and age group (senior residents).
With cooperation between healthcare center and cen-
tral kitchen, obtain data/reports for counting meals cost.
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